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About GROKU

Professor Block
At the core of our ecosystem is Professor Block – an AI-
powered chatbot using advanced intelligence called Grok.
Professor Block makes understanding complex topics like
blockchain accessible via friendly Telegram conversations. 

Grok University aims to be the leading education-focused
decentralized community bringing smart contracts and
NFTs together. Powered by $GROKU token and launched
on Solana Network, we provide innovative DeFi solutions
and engaging community governance.



Company Vision

Our vision is a future where decentralized
models and blockchain-enabled experiences
are accessible and understood by people from
all backgrounds. We envision empowering
millions to actively participate in and benefit
from Web3 thanks to AI-driven tools that make
these innovations relatable. 

Company Mission

Our mission at Grok University is to accelerate
mainstream adoption of blockchain technology
and the emerging decentralized web through
education, community building, and the
development of easy-to-use products powered
by artificial intelligence.



$GROKU Token

The native utility token, $GROKU, is the centerpiece of our
ecosystem enabling full participation across Grok University
products and services including Professor Block.
$GROKU serves functions like:

Access and Usage Rights - Holding tokens unlocks features or
boosts platform capabilities

Community Governance - Token holders shape future
development through voting

Incentives & Privileges - Additional benefits are granted based
on staked $GROKU

Value Capture - As more adopt services, increased utility drives
token value

$GROKU to Solana as an SPL token to benefit from its superior
speed, low fees, and growing ecosystem.



TOKENOMICS

The native utility token, $GROKU, facilitates participation across
all Grok University products and services including Professor
Block. 

It is an SPL token on the Solana blockchain with fair distribution
and funding mechanisms. Key details:

Total Supply: 100,000,000
90% distributed via IDO, staking rewards, liquidity incentives
5% Grok University reserve
5% Community Pool
10% tax on buys and sells:

5% to staking yield
5% to platform development

The taxes and allocation model ensure adequate resources for
ongoing advancement while rewarding $GROK holders and
platform contributors.



Our Journey Beyond The
Space

Q4 2023 Q1 2024 Q2 2024 Q3 2024

* Build Community Engagement

* Token Launch and Distribution

* Official Launch of $GROK Token

* Activation of Grok Staking

* Grok Swap Platform Goes Live

* Marketing Push: Social Media
Teasers

* Community Ambassadors

* Influencers and Crypto
Communities

* Deployment of Professor Block

* Grok Academy Development

* Listing on Major DEX Exchanges

* Worldwide Trending Campaign

* Reach 500+ Token Holders

* Daily Virtual Community Sessions

* Tier 1 Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs)

* Fast Track Listing of (CMC) and
(CG)

* Official Launch of Grok Academy

* Token Airdrops and Growth
Incentives

* Achieve 10,000+ Token Holders

* TikTok and YouTube Marketing

* Partnerships  and DeFi
Influencers

* Additional DeFi Functionality

* Continuous Community
Engagement

* Transition to a DAO


